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networks, access control, control of resources, ...
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leeway to decide how these computations should be
implemented
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these make SQL unsuitable for tasks such as machine
learning, content parsing, and web-graph analysis that
increasingly must be run on very large datasets
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DryadLINQ can run plans requiring many more steps than the
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we have an extra degree of freedom in buffer management

But:

virtualization requires intermediate results to be stored to
persistent media, potentially increasing computation latency
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actual execution of the expression has not occurred

2 the application calls ToDryadTable triggering a data-parallel
execution; the expression object is handed to DryadLINQ

3 DryadLINQ compiles the LINQ expression into a distributed
Dryad execution plan. It performs: (a) the decomposition of
the expression into subexpressions, each to be run in a
separate Dryad vertex; (b) the generation of code and static
data for the remote Dryad vertices; and (c) the generation of
serialization code for the required data types
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How does it work?

4 DryadLINQ invokes a custom, DryadLINQ specific, Dryad job
manager. The job manager may be executed behind a cluster
firewall

5 the job manager creates the job graph using the plan created
earlier. It schedules and spawns the vertices as resources
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to the output table(s)
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9 Control returns to the user application. The iterator interface
over a DryadTable allows the user to read its contents as
.NET objects

10 The application may generate subsequent DryadLINQ
expressions, to be executed by a repetition of previous steps
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objects and defers evaluation until the result is needed, at
which point the expression graph within the IQueryable is
optimized and executed in its entirety on the cluster
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dataset may still contain arbitrary .NET types, but each
DryadLINQ dataset is in general distributed across the
computers of a cluster, partitioned into disjoint pieces
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subtypes of DryadTable<T> support underlying storage
providers that include distributed filesystems, collections of
NTFS files, and sets of SQL tables

DryadTable objects may include metadata read from the file
system describing table properties such as schemas for the
data items contained in the table, and partitioning schemes
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All the functions called in DryadLINQ expressions must be
side-effect free!

shared objects can be referenced and read freely and will be
automatically serialized and distributed where necessary

if any shared object is modified, the result of the computation
is undefined

DryadLINQ...

...does not currently check or enforce the absence of side-effects
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Pipelining - multiple operators executed in one process

Removing redundancy - DryadLINQ removes unnecessary
hash- and range-partitioning steps

Eager aggregation - as re-partitioning is expensive,
down-stream aggregations are put in front of partitioning
operators

I/O reduction - where possible TCP-pipes and in-memory
FIFO channels are used insted of temporary files. Also, data is
compressed to reduce network traffic
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What code is generated?

EPG contains all necessary information but it is not a
runnable program

DryadLINQ uses dynamic code generation to automatically
synthesize LINQ code to be run at the Dryad vertices

the generated code is compiled into a .NET assembly that is
shipped to cluster computers at execution time.

For every execution-plan stage, assembly contains two pieces of
code:

the code for the LINQ subexpression executed by each node

serialization code for the channel data
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The EPG is created in the original client computer’s context and
may depend on this context in two ways:

the expression may reference variables in the local context

variables are computed and we immediately substitute them
with their real values

the expression may reference .NET libraries

objects are evaluated as far as possible and propagated in a
serialized form
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Why use do we have from other LINQ systems?

Using LINQ allows to leverage other systems using the same
constructs:

PLINQ

is used to run a program on a single machine with multiple
processores/cores
is called by DryadLINQ when computations are being done on
a single machine

LINQ-to-SQL

allows DryadLINQ vertices directly access data in SQL
databases
DryadLINQ programs may use partitioned databases as input
and output

LINQ-to-Objects

allows to run and test DryadLINQ programs on a single
computer
we can use Visual Studio debugger
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Terasort benchmark

The task is to sort 10 billion 100-Byte records using
case-insensitive string comparison on a 10-Byte key
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SkyServer

There has been implemented the most time-consuming query
(Q18) from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey database. It uses a
three-way Join over two input tables containing 11.8 GBytes and
41.8 GBytes of data, respectively.

In this experiment, the performance of the two-pass variant of the
Dryad program described in with that of DryadLINQ is compared.
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